
What’s My Prakruti?
I’ve designed this worksheet to help you discover your nature, or your doshic 
dominance from the moment you were conceived.
As you assess, remember:
1 - Your ultimate true nature is at its essence – Divine! And that goes for all 
shapes and sizes!
2 - Knowing your prakruti is the first step in knowing who you are, what your 
unique qualities and tendencies are as an individual woman. Knowing your prakruti 
is a great starting point for learning to make great choices for your own self-care.
3 -  Honesty counts. Don’t tick “Medium” if, for instance, you see some really big, 
juicy lips on the face in front of you! Call it like you see it. Don’t agonize.

Embrace what you see. Embrace who you are. Have a great time with this!  
   with care,

Instructions
Sit down for about 30 minutes with a friend. If you don’t have a friend to exchange 
assessments with, you can use a full-length mirror and be your own friend for today. 

Have a nice look at each aspect of the person you are assessing, and give two tick 
marks to each item. To clarify:

Each row is allotted 2 tick marks.
You must use both tick marks.

You can assign 2 tick marks to one description,
or 1 tick mark to 2 descriptions, per item.

When assessing any characteristic, consider your longstanding state from childhood 
on, rather than changes from illness at any time, or recent or age-related 
development, such as weight gain or loss, hair color, colored contacts, etc...

Also, if you or the person you are assessing is from any particular ethnic origin, and 
certain physical characteristics are endemic and prominent in this heritage, you can 
assess features keeping in mind the range of what is normally seen in people of this 
heritage. If you’re not sure about something, ask your friend!
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Longterm Physical Characteristics

Face shape
Irregular/asymmetrical  chiseled  soft and round
Long/thin

Chin
Thin, angular   tapering/pointed  rounded, 
double

Eyes
Small, sunken,   sharp, bright,   round, big, blue, 
brown, black green, gray      black
        calm, loving

Nose
Uneven shape,  Pointed
Deviated septum  Sharp, chiseled  Short, rounded
Bent, turned up

Lips
Thin    Medium   thick

Skin
Grayish brown  sensitive, freckles   
Wrinkly   moles, burns easily  thick, full, 
smooth

Complexion
Grayish, brown  coppery, freckly,  glowing like the
    Yellowish, reddish  moon, creamy

Teeth
Needed braces?  Straight, perfect  stout, strong
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Hair - prior to aging and/or coloring 
Dry, brown, wiry,  straight, oily, blonde, thick, oily, curly, 
wavy,    early gray, thinning  luxuriant
Brittle, scarce   red  

Body Build (bones)
Slim/wiry or quite short medium   stocky
Out of proportion  perfect proportion  

Neck
Thin, long   moderate   thick, folded

Chest
Flat, sunken   medium   expanded, 
Underdeveloped      round, barrel

Belly
Thin, flat, sunken  medium   full, round
always varying

Hips
Slender, slight  medium  heavy, large

Joints
Small, cracking  medium  large, lubricated
crooked      sturdy

Hands
Out of proportion to body  medium  thick, fleshy
Two different sizes   equal
bony in appearance
fingers crooked

Nails    
Thin, brittle     medium  thick, 
crooked       strong  
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Feet
Out of proportion to body  medium size  thick, fleshy
Two different sizes   equal
thin, bony

  V - Column 1 P - Column 2         K - Column 3 
TOTALS:

PERCENTAGES:

Longterm Mental/Emotional Characteristics
Your mental/emotional Prakriti can be discovered also. Try to be both objective and 
loving as you assess yourself, or answer the person assessing you as she inquires. 
Remember to stick to long term tendencies, rather than recent symptoms.

Mind
Learns quickly,   sharp   slow but 
Forgets quick   focused  great memory

Dream Life
flying or fearful dreams vivid, passionate or  few, watery 
    competitive dreams  sentimental 
        dreams
 
Emotional Nature
Fearful, enthusiastic   sensitive  sentimental, 
        stubborn 

  V - Column 1 P - Column 2         K - Column 3 
TOTALS:

PERCENTAGES:
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Tallying Instructions

1. On page 4, add up the Longterm Physical Characteristics tick 
marks in each column vertically,  and enter each total in the 
corresponding TOTALS column/row.

Divide each column’s total by 36 (the total number of tick marks) and 
enter in PERCENTAGES row.
Column 1 represents qualities of Vata prakruti.
Column 2 represents qualities of Pitta prakruti.
Column 3 represent qualities of Kapha prakruti.

2. On page 4, add up the Longterm Mental/Emotional 
Characteristics tick marks in each column vertically,  and enter each 
total in the corresponding TOTALS column/row.

Divide each column’s total by 6 (the total number of tick marks) and 
enter in PERCENTAGES row.
Column 1 represents qualities of Vata prakruti.
Column 2 represents qualities of Pitta prakruti.
Column 3 represent qualities of Kapha prakruti.

3. Combine the totals from both Physical and Mental/Emotional
below

Divide each column’s total by 42 (the total number of tick marks) and 
enter in PERCENTAGES row.

  V - Column 1 P - Column 2         K - Column 3 
TOTALS:

PERCENTAGES:

THIS IS YOUR PRAKRUTI!
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